
WATCHING BRIEF AT THE "RECTORY" 
WEST HESLERTON 

22.1.1990. 

Prior to housing construction (plot 1 ) on grassed land some 50 metres south south east of the rectory, 
West Heslerton, a watciiing bnef was maintained during the process of machine stripping of topsoil. No 
previous archaeological work or in depth documented historical research is known to have been carried out fc 
this piece of land or for its immediate environs. The area of ground stripped was that laying beneath the 
proposed house and drive only. This entire area vdth the exception of the southernmost 12 metres of the dri' 
was stripped of ail its topsoil, on average 20-25 cm deep, down to natural geological strata of reddish brown 
day with some discontinuous isolated patches of lumpy chadk. 

No archaeological features were observed cutting through any part of the topsoil although the badly 
decayed remnants of severed tree roots were observed in the area of the proposed house. These tree remnant: 
are known to relate to an old orchard, uprooted within the last decade. Several artifacts ar 
recovered during topsoil removal, these included 
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2 sherds of medieval pottery, both with green glaze. 
2 sherds of unidentified ceramic, hard dark grey fabric with few inclusions, 
probably 
rooftile, date unknowm. 
Several small fragments of non immediately local, medium greiined yellow 
sandstone. 
1 pair iron sewing scissors of probable 19th-20th century date. 
1 complete small clear short knecked cylindrical glass bottle vdth cork, 20th 
century date. 
Several sherds of corroded glass of probable post medievd date. 
Several fragments of unworked animal bone. 

It was noted that whereas the finds of medieval and probable medieval date occurred throughout the strippe< 
area there was a concentration of post medieval finds in the central and southem stripped part of the drive. 
This clustering of post medieval finds is belived to relate to the presence of a refuse dumping ground of like 
date in an area immediatly to the east. 

Visual examination of the surface of the natural strata both during dJid after machine ciearence revealed 
the presence of only one archaeological feature, in the central area of the drive (see drawing 1 ). This 
was an east-west aligned shallow cut vdth steep sides doid an aJmost flat base that cut into the naturad clay 

Eind continues to both east and west beyond the limits of the stripped area. The dimensions of the cut 
revealed within the area were : 4.72m x 1.4m x 0.28m. The f i l l of the cut was of loosely packed rubble 
containing a number of air spaces/voids. Its matrix consisted of : 65%, = angular fragments of chalk, the 
largest 27xl9xl5cm, but most , approximatly 5-12cm. 20%, = broken fragments of brick, mostly of a size • 
10cm, some of these still had traces of mortar adhering to their surfaces. 15%, = silty loam, this tended to t 
thoroughly mixed up with the other constituents. There was some evidence of root disturbamce of this f i l l 
though with the exception of the westernmost part this tended to be slight. A north-south section 1.1m widt 
was cut across the centre of the f i l l , this did not produce any finds or dating evidence save for the presence o; 
post medieval brick. 

The cut is interpreted as a foundation trench, probably of a building. The owner of the land, J . 'Wilson, 
informed the archaeologists that documents held at the Borthwick Institute of historical research. University 
of York, record a building built circa 1760 as being located approximately in this area. It is likely therefore 
that the excavated foundation trench relates to the north wall of this documented structure it being noted 
that no other indication of a wall was located to the north of it within a distance of 20 metres. 
The shallowness of the foundation trench may owe to its originally having been so, or altematively could be 

due to truncation/levelling of the old ground surface during or after the buildings demolition. 
It is very unlikely that the fill of the foundation trench relates to an original rubble wall foundation. 

Rather, the loose, mixed nature of the fi l l suggests that it represents a backfilling of unwanted small fragmen 
of building detritus left over from building and foundation trench demolition/robbing. This was further 
supported by a surface examination of the extreme west part of the foundation trench f i l l where its matrix 
consists primarily of a heavily rooted silty loam with very little in the way of brick and stone debris. It is 
suggested that this differential filling of the foundation trench was caused by a probable piecemeal approach 
to the final backfilling of the robbed foundation trench. 

It is almost certain that further land development t a either east or west of the area already investigated 
will reveal further archaeological remains. 

A l l records and photographs together with the finds from this investigation are presently in the custody 
of the Landscape Research Centre. 

Mark Johnson. 24.1.1990. 
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